
• What animals are not sleeping through the winter?
• Draw a picture showing what you look forward to doing in the winter.
4. Leaves
• Collect autumn leaves and make a leaf mobile to hang in the room.
• Count how many leaves everyone collects.
Q Keep separate totals of the different colors.Which one has the most?
• Look at Jim Arnosky's Crmcklerool's Guide îo ihe Trees and try to

match the leaves you found to the trees they came from.
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Of all the things about his home that Robbie Raccoon loves, his favorite is Old Fa-

ther Oak. He had been born high up in the tree's trunk, learning to climb its branches
in the spring. He played among its green leaves in summer with his friends Chip and
Blackbird. But now it is fall and he sees a golden leaf. As he wonders if it would be all
right to pick it.the leaf falls to the ground.Thinking it a present from Father Oak,he goes
to get it only to realize that many more are falling. He then is concerned that the tree
is getting cold and gathers the leaves to make a blanket around the roots. His friend
Chip decides the oak is crying,so they sing to it to cheer it up, waking Robbie's mother
who explains the falling leaves mean fall has arrived and winter will come next. All the
animals begin gathering leaves to make blankets for their winter naps as well as eating
a lot. Before they go to sleep Robbie's mother has him plant 5 acorns.When he wakes,
it is spring and the acorns have become baby oaks.

5. Hibernation

• Robbie, like bear, sleeps through
the winter which is known as hi-
bernation.

• Go to httpV/v^^v '̂w.enchantedlearn
ing.com/painting/Hibernate.
shtml and choose one of the ani-
mals that hibernate. Color it and
hang it on the wall.

• Use the illustrations to help you
figure out what Robbie and his
mother ate to become as fat as
possible before hibernating. Why
do you think they do this?

• Make a list of what you would eat
if you were going to hibernate.

6. Seasons
• Draw a picture showing a tree in

spring,summer, fall, and winter.
• Tell a story about your favorite

season. Be sure to explain why
you like it best. A

MAKING
CONNECTIONS

N o v e l l s ñim ttöne CIlassir(D)(Q)iiiin
by Ian Carlson
English Teacher

Brewer High School
Brewer, Maine 04412

EDITORS' NOTE: If an AP English teacher can use graphic novels,
you can bring the possibility to teachers from middle to high school.
Check your collection for possible suggestions.

vlhe bell has just rung. My Advanced Placement English students file in for
the last period of the day ..on a Friday For anyone who has ever taught any
grade or subject,you know that this is a situation prime for disaster

Two weeks ago, I was on the verge of pulling my hair out trying to get
through a lesson on poetry with this same group, but today something is dif-
ferent about my kids. Today you can hear a pin drop in my classroom. The
second bell hasn't even rung and everyone, everyone, is in their seat reading.
Again,this is a Fridaylast period.To anyone who has ever taught in an English/
Language Arts classroom,you can probably relate to my astonishment.

A Comic Analysis

The key to this "teachers dream scenario" lies in what I have asked my stu-
dents to read...comic books. Now before you stop reading, let me say that I've
heard all the criticism out there on this subject. Many associate comic books with
remedial readers and disposable pop culture kitsch.Yet this unique literary me-

dium has existed far longer than Dick
Tracy and Superman (try ancient Sum-
eria),and has been used at colleges in
a variety of disciplines from English to
history to art and anthropology

With my AP students, we spend a
good amount of time analyzing non-
fiction. I find that by interjecting com-
ic books or graphic novels, I'm able to
strengthen the analytical skills need-
ed to pass my course and be ready
for college. Now I was just as skeptical
as most when I first learned of the use
of comics in the classroom,especially
at the honors/AP level,but to use a cli-
ché, the proof is in the pudding.

Critical Thinking in a Changing World

The "pudding" is that we English
teachers strive to instill the ability to
make inferences and develop criti-
cal thinking skills. With that said, let's
face facts: our world is becoming in-
fused with increasing combinations
of imageand-text based media.We are
charged with preparing our students to
live in this world which demands not
only a casual comprehension of visual
literacy but a competence for reading
both word and image-based texts.

....The School Librarian's Workshop



The challenge is infinitely easier when you have the resources at hand,
and that is where having a good relationship with your library media spe-
cialist comes in. I'm lucky mine subscribes to the same beliefs I have about
using comics in the class.Together we have built a collection ranging from
nonñction memoirs, to science fiction, fantasy and realistic fiction, as well
as texts on producing comics for aspiring writers and illustrators. Her ability
to find titles far exceeds anything one teacher can do.

Resources and Techniques
A good place to start is with the curriculum. Attach thematically related

graphic novels to particular units. Check www.comicsintheclassroom.net
and resourses like Graphic Novels: Everyihimg Yom Need to Kmiow. (Ed.
Note - H. W. Wilson has an online Graphic Novels Core Collection.)

By using texts like Peirsepa>Ms , The 9/11 Report, Tilt For Tai (from the
Marvel Comic 41I),Pedro and Me,dx\á Maus,my s\uáen\s3iXe asked to push
their limits for textual inference to new levels by analyzing the unique (and
often subtly complex) combination of images and text.Often,when I introduce
graphic storytelling, I begin with a single image on a page (usually something
by the late, great, Will Eisner) and ask them to comment on what they see. We
talk about how we casually observe images every day and how that differs from
taking the time to consider such things as the purpose, context, and audience.

After establishing that posing questions about images similar to what we ask
in a literary analysis is necessary to "read" them, I give my students the same il-
lustration within the context of the comic it came from. The resonance of this
medium can be seen on their faces after they read it. Questions about why the
illustrators presented their compositions in a certain way or how the story transi-
tioned from one panel to another inundate the dassroom...and I am thrilled.

Graphic Impact
I'm thrilled because students are pushing the boundaries of their lit-

erary analysis skills and having fun
while doing it.As the bell rings,2 girls
fight over the purpose o\ American
Born Chinese, while one pesters
another for my only copy of Pride
of Baghdad (2 have already dis-
appeared, never to return ...which
I take as a good sign). As I reassure
her there will be a copy available on
Monday,I know I'll be making anoth-
er trip to the local bookstore...and
I'm more than okay with that, be-
cause the bottom line is they want
to read and think.

When considering using graph-
ic novels in the classroom, you and
teachers need to embrace the me-
dium as one which stands on its
own; not simply as a stepping-stone
to more "important" literature. Other-
wise you risk losing its unique pos-
sibilities for teaching and learning. It
wasn't that long ago that the novel
was considered a lesser genre by
academia. So who says comics can't
follow the same path? With all of its
hidden potential, this is one genre
worth looking at again.A
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]ombine an orientation with book selection for Gr. 1-3 (with a modifica-
tion for Kindergarten) to start off the year. The focus is on illustrators for

^several reasons. For younger students, the pictures are what first attract
them, helping make the text more understandable. Also, it gives you a chance
to discuss the information on the title page and how to identify whether or not
the author also did the illustrations.

Place an assortment of illustrated books — both fiction and nonfiction
— on several tables, and have students in Gr 1-2 complete the activity sheet
using this selection. For Gr.3,use the puzzler as an opportunity to teach or
review using the OPAC by having them enter"illustrator"as a keyword. Since
they will be identifying their favorite, these students will also need to find
the books on the shelf, which is another aspect of the orientation.

You can do a variation of this activity for kindergartners. Few of them are
capable of finding the letters within the illustrators' names nor are most of
them able to write that much. So, ignore the activity sheet, and instead have
them print their initials on a piece of paper and then locate authors in the pic-
School Begins 200& www.school-librarians-workshop.com

ture book section whose names be-
gin with those letters. For example, if
the child's name is Keesha Hunter,she
might choose one by Ezra Jack Keats
and another by Kevin Henkes. At this
level, they would be looking for the
author. Show students how to use a
paddle to hold their place when they
remove a book from the shelf. A
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